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ABSTRACT 
   
To further our study on the linear tensile behavior of irregular fibers, this paper examines 
the non-linear tensile behavior of irregular fibers. As before, we simulate the fiber 
dimensional irregularities with sine waves of different magnitude and frequency and 
report results on the tensile behavior and gauge length effect of the simulated fibers. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In part 1 of this series [5], we examined the effect of fiber dimensional irregularities on 
the tensile behavior of linear elastic fibers, using the finite element method (FEM).  
Meredith has shown that the stress-strain curves of most fibers are non-linear [9].  Banky 
and Slen [1], by measuring the extension of longitudinal segments, showed how the non-
uniformity of wool fibers could affect their load-extension curves.  Kenny and Chaikin 
[6] compared analytically the behavior of uniform and non-uniform specimens for a 
power law relationship between stress and strain.  Collins and Chaikin conducted further 
work in this area [3, 4].  
 
In recent years, fundamental issues regarding fiber irregularities have received renewed 
interests, and instruments became available to measure diameter variation along fiber 
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length [7, 8, 11].  Wang et al [12, 13] have also established the theoretical relationship 
between the variations in fiber diameter and breaking load, as well as an empirical 
relationship between the along-fiber diameter variation and fiber extension [14]. The 
reason for these renewed interests is simple. That is, if we do not understand the behavior 
of real irregular fibers at the basic single fiber level, we cannot fully understand the 
behavior of assemblies (e.g. yarns and fiber reinforced composites) of such fibers. 
 
In this part, we use the ABAQUS software package for the finite element modeling to 
simulate the dimensional irregularities of fibers and analyze their non-linear tensile 
behavior.  
 
 
2. FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL 
 
2.1 Fiber Assumptions  
This paper concerns fibers with dimensional irregularities and non-linear tensile 
behavior. Other assumptions are the same as in part 1 of this series [5].  The different 
fiber diameter variations follow the sine wave pattern in all cases simulated below.  
 
2.2 Model Description 
For the simulation, we used axisymmetric elements and a mesh density of 3000 elements 
per mm of fiber length. The shape of elements in the model is quadrilateral.  In the 
calculation process, one end of the fiber specimen is fixed and the other end is extended 
along the length until the fiber specimen breaks.  Figure 1 gives an example of fiber 
deformations at increasing extensions.  
 
In order to evaluate the effect of fiber irregularity on fiber tensile behavior, we need to 
know the tensile behavior of the fiber without any dimensional irregularity first. For this 
study, the simulated uniform fiber has a tensile behavior similar to a uniform pen-grown 
Corriedale wool [2].  Figure 2 shows a comparison of the stress-strain curves of the 
model and the uniform fibers, which have three distinctive regions - the linear, yield and 
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post yield regions. We should point out that we use figure 2 merely to indicate that the 
simulated uniform fiber has a similar tensile behavior to a real uniform fiber, and we are 
not using this comparison to justify the validity of the numerical modeling. 
 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1 Effect of level of variation on fiber tensile properties 
As indicated in Table 1 (I), we simulated four different cases here.  Case 1 represents a 
uniform fiber specimen with a diameter of 20 m and length of 2 mm.  Case 2, Case 3 
and Case 4 simulate the irregular fibers with the same average diameter and length but 
with 10%, 30%, and 50% levels of diameter variation, respectively.  Table 1 (I) also lists 
the results from the FE model. Figure 3 shows the load-extension curves of fibers at the 
different levels of variation.  An increase in the level of diameter variation leads to a 
large reduction in the breaking load and breaking extension, which is consistent with 
early results [5, 14]. The results also show that with increased dimensional irregularity, 
the yield load and yield extension decrease, while the yield slope increases [see Table 1 
(I)], and the turnover point from the yield to the post-yield regions becomes less distinct.   
 
Since it is common to express the fiber irregularity in terms of coefficient of variation of 
diameters along a fiber, we converted the simulated levels of diameter variation into the 
CV of along-fiber diameters. The levels of variations of 0% (uniform fiber), 10%, 20%, 
30%, 40%, and 50% correspond to along-fiber diameter CVs of 0%, 7%, 14%, 21%, 28% 
and 35%, respectively. Figure 4 shows the effect of along-fiber diameter CV on fiber 
breaking load and extension. Obviously, there is a strong linear correlation between the 
along-fiber diameter CV and reduction in fiber breaking load and extension. Zhang and 
Wang have observed such linear correlation empirically, using merino wool and mohair 
fibers of similar average diameter [14]. We note that a more direct comparison between 
the simulated and empirical results is not possible, because the irregularity details of 
along-fiber diameter variation (eg. pattern, frequency, magnitude) in real fibers can not 
be controlled to represent the details of the simulated fibers. The numerical modeling has 
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the advantage of being able to isolate the various factors contributing to the fiber 
irregularity so that their respective effect on fiber mechanical properties can be studied.  
      
3.2 Effect of frequency of variation on fiber tensile properties 
The fiber specimens simulated here [Table 1 (II)] have an average diameter of 20 m and 
a length of 2 mm.  We use the 10% and 50% levels of diameter variation. To predict the 
effect of the frequency of irregularity on fiber tensile properties, we add 1, 10, and 20 
sine waves into the fiber specimens, respectively.  Figure 5 shows the load-extension 
curves of these irregular fibers.  Table 1 (II) lists the results.  When the frequency of 
diameter variation increases for a fixed level of variation, the breaking extension 
increases, and there is a larger increase at the higher level of variation [see Figure 4(b)].  
It is also interesting to note that the breaking load increases slightly with the increase in 
the frequency of variation [see Table 1 (II)].   In other words, the more frequent the 
variation, the less likely the fiber will break.  This suggests that for a given average fiber 
diameter and level of diameter variation, as the frequency of variation increases, an 
increased number of thin fiber segments are sharing the load when fiber is stretched, 
which might have contributed to the increased breaking load.    
 
3.3 Fiber irregularity and the gauge length effect 
We simulated three cases (Cases 7, 8 and 9) to examine the gauge length effect.  All fiber 
specimens have the same average diameter (20 m) and length (4 mm).  The first halves 
(2 mm) of these fibers are simulated with 30% diameter variation, but the second halves 
(2 mm) have a level of diameter variation of 10%, 30% and 50%, respectively. Table 1 
(III) gives the simulation cases and results.  Figure 6 shows the load-extension curves for 
different cases.  The main change in the curves is an increase in the yield slope for case 7 
and case 9, compared with case 8.  Furthermore, cases 3 and 8 give the same results even 
though the gauge length is different [see Table 1 (III)].  So increasing a specimen length 
of constant diameter does not necessarily lead to a reduced strength. Strength reduction 
occurs when the increased length contains a much thinner/weaker segment, which is 
consistent with the weakest-link theory postulated by Peirce [10]. As in part 1 [5], our 
analysis did not consider the internal structural defects in the simulated fibers.  
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4. CONCLUSIONS  
 
In terms of the effect of fiber irregularity on fiber tensile behavior, the trends for fibers 
with linear and non-linear behaviors are similar. With the non-linear analyses reported in 
this paper, additional information on changes in the yield and post-yield regions can be 
obtained. Based on this study, we make the following conclusions:  
 
1. The level of dimensional variations significantly influences the tensile behavior of the 
fiber specimen.  As the level of variation increases, fiber breaking load and extension 
are reduced, the yield load and yield extension decrease, the yield slope increases, and 
the distinction between yield and post-yield regions becomes blurred. 
2. When the frequency of diameter variation increases, the breaking load and extension 
increase slightly at both the low or high level of variation, but the magnitude of 
increase is larger at a higher level of variation.   
3. Increasing the fiber gauge length leads to deterioration in breaking load, which occurs 
only when a weaker/thinner segment appears in the increased length. The shape of 
load-extension curve will vary with the gauge length increase, unless an identical 
fiber specimen is added to increase the fiber length. 
 
Further study is continuing to examine the flexural and torsional behavior of irregular 
fibers.  
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Table 1: Data for fiber specimens with different diameter variations 
 
 
 
Different variation  
in the simulation 
Simulation conditions Results of simulation 
Fiber 
length 
(mm) 
 
Level of 
variation  
(%) 
 
Frequency 
      of  
  variation 
Breaking load Breaking extension
Yield 
slope 
(MPa) 
Value 
(g) 
Up (+) 
or  
Down (-) 
(%) 
Value 
(g) 
Up (+) 
or  
Down (-) 
(%) 
        (I) 
Level 
 
Case 1 
Case 2 
Case 3 
Case 4 
2 
0 (uniform) 
10  
30  
50  
1 
4.93 
4.00 
2.42 
1.23 
_ 
-19 
-51 
-75 
65.6 
51.5 
38.1 
21.3 
_ 
-22 
-42 
-67 
51 
80 
105 
91 
(II) 
Frequency 
 
Case 5 
2 
10 
1 
10 
20 
1 
10 
20 
4.00 
4.03 
4.09 
1.23 
1.26 
1.32 
_ 
+0.8 
+2.3 
        _ 
    +2.4 
    +7.3 
51.5 
52.9 
53.9 
21.3 
25.2 
31.5 
_ 
+2.7 
+4.7 
_ 
+18.3 
+47.9 
80 
80 
80 
91 
91 
91 
Case 6 50 
(III) 
Gauge 
length 
Case 3 
Case 7 
Case 8 
Case 9 
2 30 
(30) + (10) 
(30) + (30) 
(30) + (50) 
1 2.42 
2.42 
2.42 
1.23 
_ 
0 
0 
-49.2 
38.1 
36.7 
38.1 
18.4 
_ 
-3.7 
0 
-51.7 
105 
137 
105 
154 
4 2 
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 Figure 4: The effect of along-fiber diameter CV on fiber breaking load and extension 
 
Figure 4 
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